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v Stick to what you’re good at (helps to 
show off your talents)

v Create alibis or excuses to avoid 
struggling 

v View feedback with suspicion (advice 
implies not being good enough)

v Give up when there is no obvious 
solution (better to quit than prove 
you’re not good enough)

FIXED MINDSET
Entity theory: this is who I am

Ø Either you CAN OR CAN’T

Ø Pretend it’s EFFORTLESS (even when it’s not)

Ø I like to PROVE

Ø Mistakes are THREATENING

Ø Make EXCUSES to avoid failure

Ø Give me REWARDS, not advice

GROWTH MINDSET
Incremental theory: I am growing & learning

ü Either you can now or you can’t YET

ü EFFORT is a key component of success

ü I like to IMPROVE

ü Mistakes are INSTRUCTIONAL

ü FAIL: First Attempt In Learning

ü Give me ADVICE & encouragement 

v Seek challenges (to improve 
yourself)

v Overcome fears of failure by telling 
yourself it will be worth it

v Welcome feedback as an 
opportunity to improve

v Persevere even when things go 
wrong (because you believe a 
solution can always be found)
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Studies 283
Meta-analyses FOUR

1. Mind-sets matter: A meta-analytic review of implicit theories 

and self-regulation
Burnette, O’Boyle, van Epps, Pollack, & Finkel, 2013 (85 studies)

2. Implicit theories of intelligence and academic achievement: 

Costa & Faria, 2018 (46 studies)

3 & 4. To What Extent & Under Which Circumstances Are 

Growth Mind-Sets Important to Academic Achievement? 
Sisk, Burgoyne, Sun, Butler, & Macnamara, 2018 

Ø Growth Mindsets (123 studies)

Ø Growth Mindsets Interventions (29 studies)

ES = 0.15 

0.19 

0.14 

0.20 

0.08 

Growth Mindset 
Research

The research is robust and reliable

The effects are positive

But smaller than expected

MindsetKit.org consists of two 25 minute sessions

0.08 to 0.20 (20-50% gains) is remarkable

The theory is right, but the implementation takes more 
care and attention than is often given

i. Out of their comfort zone

ii. Nervous about their chances of success

iii. Faced with setbacks or failure 

iv. Setting goals or choosing tasks

v. Responding to feedback

vi. Comparing themselves with others

vii. Imagining what they are capable of

Growth mindset does NOT work

When … 

✖ Students are not challenged

✖ Teachers are in a fixed mindset

✖ It is used as criticism

GM is most effective when students are

Most significant gains seen in the research are with 
academically high-risk or economically disadvantaged students
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1) Explain the Neuroscience

2) Privilege Progress

3) Learn from Mistakes

4) Be Careful with Rewards

5) Build Efficacy

Create a growth 
mindset

MINDSETKIT.ORG

1) Explain the 
Neuroscience
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Do you DISPLAY 

pupils’ art?

2) Privilege Progress

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✗

✗

✗

✔

✗

✗

✗

✔

✖ Disproportionately privileges that which can be tested 

✖ Narrows the curriculum

✖ Kids become good test takers

✖ Too often used summatively

ü Cause pupils to put more effort into their studies

ü Prepare more effectively for e.g. SATS

ü Check pupils’ trajectory

ü Can (should) be used formatively

RICHARD P PHELPS (2012)

Meta-analysis of 669 studies 

Qualitative 0.50

Quantitative 0.55

Formative Use: 0.90

Pre- & Post-Test: 0.96
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40%

82%

COGNITIVE LEARNING HABITS
I am an effective, 
independent learner. (co1)

Driven Proactive Initiative

I can learn from my 
mistakes. (co2)

Reflectiveness Perseverance Questioning

I can form happy 
memories of school. (co3)

Collaboration Making 
Connections

Communication

I am creative. (co4) Imagination Resourcefulness Adaptability
I can reflect. (co5) Questioning Empathy Responsibility
I am resilient. (co6) Perseverance Adaptability Managing 

Distractions

I can solve problems. (co7) Questioning Making 
Connections

Taking Risks

I can make links to 
previous learning. (co8)

Making 
Connections

Learning from 
Experience

Reflectiveness

ATTITUDES

SKILLS

KNOWLEDGE
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Progress in Science
Five-year-olds

1. Beginning, middle, end: Record early knowledge/questions. Add detail at midway and end 
point. Use a different coloured pen for each of these stages (or engage ‘mark-up’) 

2. Revisit earlier iterations. Use newly improved skills and understanding to enhance. For 
example, essays, paintings, models, scientific write-ups.

3. Annotate books: Invite pupils to annotate their books/portfolios with comments about the 
progress they think they’ve made. 

4. Review video evidence: Record pupils performing a skill in sport, drama, group work, etc. 
Watch recordings together, asking students to identify what they’d like to improve next. 

5. Beating their personal bests: During PE lessons, record your pupils’ performances over a few 
months. Convert sports days into celebrations of progress.

6. Use thinking journals: Record reflections – for example, how original ideas are reshaped or 
developed over time.

7. Host learning conferences: Teacher, parents, pupil meet to review the progress the student 
is making in his / her studies.

CELEBRATING PROGRESS 
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2) Privilege Progress

3

2

1

Three actions you will take to 

draw attention to & celebrate 

progress with pupils

Two adjustments to displays or 

reward systems you plan to 

introduce before the summer

One suggestion you’d make for 

ways the school can communicate 

progress to the wider community

“One of the 

basic rules of the 

universe is that 

NOTH!NG IS PERFECT.

Without 
imperfection, 

neither you nor I 
would exist.”

A Brief History of Time, 

Stephen Hawking, 1988

3) Learn from Mistakes
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ü PROVOKE us to explore alternatives

ü Cause us to INTENSIFY our concentration

ü Trigger CREATIVITY and problem-solving strategies

ü Provide us REFERENCE points

ü Teach us how to EXPERIMENT

ü Help us DEVELOP resilience, determination, and humility

ü Make us WISER

Mistakes can …

BF Skinner (1953): Errors should be avoided at all 
stages of learning. Exercising mistakes increase their 

probability of recurrence 

DP Ausubel (1968): It is more difficult to overwrite 
erroneous practice than to teach new operations 

A Bandura (1968): learners should be “spared the 
costs and pain of faulty effort”

M!stakes are BAD

Huelser & Metcalfe (2012)

Ø Students assumed that error-free learning would result 
in better recall 

Ø Even after they witnessed a benefit of 20% (C- to an A)

Kornell, Hays, Bjork (2009) 
Students remember CORRECTED answers 
considerably better than knowledge learnt 

without error

CONDITIONS

ü Corrective feedback is crucial

ü The feedback must be processed & used

ü Correction of high confidence errors is the most powerful

ü Elaborative & scaffolded feedback increases the benefits

Mistakes stimulate the learner to direct attention appropriately, 
and inform the teacher of where to focus teaching
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READY
Just enough to make a start

FIRE
First attempts (with errors)

AIM
Corrective & elaborative feedback

READY
Just enough to make a start

FIRE
First attempts (with errors)

AIM
Corrective & elaborative feedback

Ø Who can spot a mistake? (or possible improvement)

Ø Could you describe the mistake? (or opportunity) 

Ø Can someone else say what might have led to 
the mistake?

Ø What options are there for improved or more 
accurate ways to solve / complete this?

Ø What is the general principle we can use in 
future to avoid making the same mistake again?

Mistakes are not marvellous!

Mistakes are not embarrassing

YOU are not infallible
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READY
Plan for 3+ high-leverage actions 

FIRE
Try these ideas (trial AND error)

AIM
Reflect, revise, try again

We are 
not
infallible

A teacher’s ATTITUDE 

TOWARDS FAILURE is 

more visible to their 

students than their 

mindset is, and therefore 

more LIKELY TO 

INFLUENCE their 

students’ attitudes.

Haimovitz and Dweck, 

2016, p.867
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F. U. N. event in 
Leeuwarden, 2018 

SUN

Stuff up night

The most productive 
classrooms are those in 
which students work on
complex problems, are 

encouraged to take risks, 
and can struggle and fail and 
still feel good about working 

on hard problems 

“

“
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James Nottingham’s Learning Pit

1) Explain the Neuroscience

2) Privilege Progress

3) Learn from Mistakes

4) Be Careful with Rewards

5) Build Efficacy

The Learning 
Pit (2020)
Best introduction for 
all staff

The Learning 
Challenge (2017)
Most in-depth guide 
plus resources

Challenging Early 
Learning (2018)
Perfect for those 
teaching 3-7-year-olds

Secondary 
English 
Lesson ideas

Primary 

Schools
Lesson ideas

BB-CLP

“The Learning Pit books explain the complex in a 

way that is accessible and inviting. They help you cut 
through the urban myths and misinterpretations of 
research and focus instead on actions of high 

impact – all with great clarity and humour” 
(Professor Carol Dweck, 2019)
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